ABSTRACT The semantic link network is a semantics modeling method for effective information services. This paper proposes a new text summarization approach that extracts semantic link network from scientific paper consisting of language units of different granularities as nodes and semantic links between the nodes, and then ranks the nodes to select Top-k sentences to compose summary. A set of assumptions for reinforcing representative nodes is set to reflect the core of paper. Then, semantic link networks with different types of node and links are constructed with different combinations of the assumptions. Finally, an iterative ranking algorithm is designed for calculating the weight vectors of the nodes in a converged iteration process. The iteration approximately approaches a stable weight vector of sentence nodes, which is ranked to select Top-k high-rank nodes for composing summary. We designed six types of ranking models on semantic link networks for evaluation. Both objective assessment and intuitive assessment show that ranking semantic link network of language units can significantly help identify the representative sentences. This paper not only provides a new approach to summarizing text based on the extraction of semantic links from text but also verifies the effectiveness of adopting the semantic link network in rendering the core of text. The proposed approach can be applied to implementing other summarization applications such as generating an extended abstract, the mind map, and the bulletin points for making the slides of a given paper. It can be easily extended by incorporating more semantic links to improve text summarization and other information services.
language units (words, sentences, paragraphs and sections) extracted from a scientific paper to build a Semantic Link Network for modelling the basic semantic structure of the paper and then ranking the sentences. Sub-paragraphs and section titles of a paper are also extracted as larger granularities of nodes of the Semantic Link Network.
Summary is composed by selecting Top-k highly ranked sentences from the source paper. To rank the sentences, the weights of sentences are calculated with an iterative graph-ranking algorithm on a Semantic Link Network consisting of various language units of the paper as nodes. A weight vector of one type of node is defined by the weights of all nodes of that type.
To build an instance of Semantic Link Network, we first set a set of reinforcement assumptions on the relations among different types of nodes of paper, and then a Semantic Link Network is constructed according to a combination of those assumptions. To rank nodes on a Semantic Link Network, we formalize a set of iterative functions of the weight vectors of nodes, and finally an iteration algorithm is applied to those iterative functions to approximate stationary distributions of node weight vectors that are finally used to rank sentences.
Combing different assumptions, we design six different instance models consisting of different instances of Semantic Link Network with different iterative functions of nodes' weights for testing the roles of different semantic links. Three models using the TFIDF and sentence similarity information are compared.
A set of 175 papers was collected from the proceedings of ACL 2014 for experiment. The combination of abstract and conclusion is the natural summarization of paper so it is sound to use them as the gold standard for assessing the generated summary. ROUGE scores are used for the objective comparison metrics [4] . Intuitive observation on ten papers is conducted. We also test those models on a classical benchmark documents in DUC 2002 (http://wwwnlpir.nist.gov/projects/duc/data.html) to show how the models perform on short news document.
Finally, we apply the models on a paper that is much longer than any papers in the ACL proceedings and evaluate the extracted sentences by comparing the sentences with a word tree composed manually according to a MindMap approach [5] .
The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of adopting the Semantic Link Network of various language units in representation and understanding. When using the is-part-of link to incorporate section, paragraph, and section titles into ranking sentences, the models achieved better scores than those models used less types of structure units and links on the papers in the ACL 2014 proceedings with stop words being removed. Specifically, the Hybrid model and the model using section title (Sectitle in short) achieve Top-2 best performance on the ACL 2014 papers without stop words. The Hybrid model uses sections, paragraphs, sentences, and words as nodes along with the sentence similarity network for ranking sentences. The Sectitle model includes sections, paragraphs, sentences, words, and section titles as nodes. The model on the paragraph and sentence nodes (Para model in short) achieves the best score on the news report texts of DUC 2002 without stop words. On the long paper, both the keyword tree evaluation and the ROUGE score evaluation show that the model with sub-paragraphs and section nodes achieves much better performance than others, demonstrating that using richer semantic links to represent document structure can improve the quality of summarization, especially for long papers.
II. MODELLING THE SEMANTICS OF PAPER A. SEMANTIC LINK NETWORK OF PAPER
A scientific paper can be represented as a Semantic Link Network of semantic nodes (e.g., sections, sub-sections, paragraphs, sentences and words) and semantic links (e.g., is-part-of, similar-to and co-occurrence) between nodes. An example is shown in Figure 1 . All those components can be easily parsed out from the paper in HTML. A semantic link a-r-b represents that a semantic node a links to a semantic node b with relation r. As shown in Figure 1 , p 1 -is-part-of-c 1 represents that p 1 (e.g., a paragraph) is a part of c 1 (e.g., a section), and w 1 -co-occurrence-w 2 represents that word w 1 and word w 2 co-occur within one sentence. A semantic node can be anything including a concept, a set, and a physical object. Various semantic links, category hierarchies, and the reasoning rules on semantic links constitute the basic model of the Semantic Link Network [6] , which is more capable of modeling semantics than traditional graph structure.
1) SEMANTIC NODES
Semantic nodes are identified by strings and interpreted by a semantic space [2] . It is natural to assume that each such string unit has a unique ID. Such an ID can be assigned by the author (for example, a section index number within a paper) or by an indexing algorithm (such as a sequential indexing schema).
The following vectors are used to represent the weight of different types of semantic nodes within a paper: w: the word vector that contains the vocabulary of the whole paper.
s: the sentence vector that contains all sentences appeared in sequence. That is, two sentences will have different IDs even when they have the same character sequence. So the position of sentences within the paper determines the sentence IDs.
p: the paragraph vector that contains the paragraphs that appear in the sequence.
c: the section vector that contains the sections appeared in sequence. A section can contain sub-sections.
t: the sub-paragraph vector that represents the subparagraphs that contain similar sentences in the sequence of appearance.
h: the section title vector containing the string of section titles appeared in the paper.
We use these vector symbols to represent the ranking weight vector of the corresponding structural units within a paper when the context is clear. So text summarization can be implemented by sorting the structural units according to their weight vectors and composing top-k language units.
2) SEMANTIC LINKS
Here focuses on the following three types of semantic links:
Is-Part-Of: If a string is a sub-string of another string, an is-part-of semantic link exists between the two semantic nodes. Although a sentence can be a sub-string of a sentence in different sequence positions within a paper, links will not be set between them if one is not a sub-string of another according to their sequence positions within a paper.
Similar-To: the similarity between two semantic nodes o 1 and o 2 can be measured by a distance metric function dist(o 1 , o 2 ), e.g., the Jaccard distance between two sentence strings.
Co-Occurrence: it links two words appear in the same sentence within a paper. A co-occurrence link between two words w 1 and w 2 can be derived from the is-part-of links with a simple semantic link reasoning rule: w 1 -is-part-ofs 1 and w 2 -is-part-of-s 1 implies that w 1 -co-occurrencew 2 . A set of rules for reasoning on semantic links was introduced in [6] .
B. ITERATIVE RANKING MODEL 1) REEINFORCEMENT ASSUMPTION
It is hard to determine an exact weight that reflects the absolute importance of a language unit within a paper. The self-organization nature of Semantic Link Network enables semantic nodes to reinforce each other in rendering meaning, which can be used to define iterative functions [2] . The relative weights of nodes can be differentiated through a reinforcement process. The classical algorithms for ranking network concern PageRank [7] and HITS [8] . The PageRank algorithm assumes that a node has more important in-links gains higher ranks while the HITS algorithm assumes that a node has many important out links is also important.
A sentence is naturally composed of words, and authors often use those highly representative words to compose an important sentence. For example, the weight of the title sentence ''Dimensionality of summarization'' is determined by the weights of words ''dimensionality'' and ''summarization'', which are extensively discussed in [1] . Therefore, we have the following assumption.
Assumption 1: The weight of a sentence is determined by the weight of its words.
An important paragraph often has many important sentences within a paper. For example, the abstract of a paper is often deemed as an important and representative paragraph of the paper because we believe that authors will deliver important ideas using representative sentences in abstract. Therefore we have the following assumption.
Assumption 2: The weight of a paragraph is determined by the weight of its sentences.
Similarly, if a section has many important paragraphs, we deem that section as an important one.
Assumption 3: The weight of a section is determined by the weight of its paragraphs.
On the other hand, it is natural that a word located in an important sentence is deemed important. An example is that people usually pay more attention to the words appeared in the title of paper, the title of section and the title of subsections when reading a paper. Therefore, we have the following assumption to make a connected reinforcement relationships among words, sentences and paragraphs.
Assumption 4: The weight of a word is determined by the weight of the sentence that contains the word, by the weight of the paragraphs that contain the word, and also by the sections that contain the word.
Authors often use related sentences to render an idea (e.g., with emphasis, different aspects or further explanation), which produces similar sentences. Therefore we have the following assumption.
Assumption 5: A sentence that has more similar sentences has a higher rank or is more important.
A long paragraph may contain several topics. Analogy to assumption 2, we have the following assumption.
Assumption 6: The weight of a paragraph is determined by its sub-paragraph, and the weight of a sub-paragraph is determined by its sentences.
Similar to the importance of the title of paper, we have the following assumption.
Assumption 7: A word in the title of a section is important.
Each assumption corresponds to one iteration relationship of the weight vectors of two types of nodes, which forms a set of links of the instance of Semantic Link Network. Different instances with corresponding iterative algorithms can be built on different combinations of the above reinforcement assumptions for calculating the weight vectors of nodes. A basic rule is to form a closed loop of reinforcement relationships, corresponding to a strongly connected Semantic Link Network instance. Different combinations of the assumptions VOLUME 6, 2018 can be formed to build different networks, which in turn generate different ranking results for different applications.
2) BASIC ITERATIVE MODEL
We combine the first four assumptions to build an iterative function as a basic iterative model, based on which variants of the model can be made.
Adjacent matrices W S , S P , and P C are used to describe the word-sentence, sentence-paragraph and paragraph-section links respectively. Matrix multiplication by the adjacent matrix is used to calculate the weight summation relation between weight vectors of different nodes.
According to Assumption 1, formula (1) calculates the sentence weight vector s by the summation of the weights of the words it contains. Similarly, formula (2) and formula (3) are based on Assumption 2 and Assumption 3 respectively. According to Assumption 4, the word weight is calculated by the summation of the weight of sentences, paragraphs and sections it is located in, which is determined by the matrix multiplication of corresponding adjacent matrices W S , S P , and P C in formula (4) . The weight vectors on the left hand side of formula are normalized after summations.
We finally obtain an iterative function defined on the word weight vector when merging all previous four equations:
We have:
Assumption 4 makes the whole iterative function closed because one keyword in general appears in different sentences within a paper and a sentence often contains multiple keywords. The first three assumptions are based on the facts that the structure on sentences within a graph of a paper is a tree, which means that the weight of a section is directly determined by the summation of the weights of its paragraph and the weights of a paragraph is just the summation of its sentences. However, in Assumption 4, the weight of a word is determined not only by its sentences but also by its paragraph and section, which finally makes those nodes to influence others through an indirect path as shown in Figure 2 .
For example, word w 1 appears in sentence s j , which contains word w 2 , then w 1 is also indirectly determined by w 2 because the weight of sentence s j is determined by word w 2 (according to Assumption 1) and w 2 is partially determined by sentence s j (according to Assumption 4). So, w 1 is partially influenced by w 2 through s j . Similarly, if sentence s k also contains w 2 , which means that the weight of w 2 is determined by s k and this weight will be transferred to s j , then the weight of sentence s j is also indirectly determined by sentence s k . If s j is in the paragraph p 1 and s k is in paragraph p 2 , then p 1 is also indirectly determined by p 2 (according to Assumption 1, 2, and 4), the dashed arrows in Figure 2 .
Property 1: Let G be the adjacent matrix consisting of the nodes of all types and their is-part-of links. The weight of a node v in G is directly and indirectly determined by those nodes that have a directed path to v in the iterative process through formula (1) to (5).
Proof: Just simply replacing the right hand side variables with its definition formula and applying the chain rule, it is easy to obtain the influence among the weight vector variables. (1)- (4) . The algorithm in Figure 3 can be reduced to the formula (6) . When matrix W S , S P , and P C are normalized, the iterative function in (6) is a Markov process approaching its stationary distribution w of A. Other weight vectors s, p and c can be consequently computed using formulas (1), (2) , and (3).
Property 2: When the adjacent matrix G formed by W S , S P , and P C is strongly connected, the iterative process will be converged to its stationary distribution w, i.e., the word weight vector is achieved.
Proof: This can be simply derived from the PerronFrobenius theorem's application in the Markov process [9] .
After obtaining the sentence weight vector, text summarization can be implemented by ranking the sentence weight vector in descent order and extracting Top-k sentences to compose the summary.
When treating the matrix A in formula (6) as the adjacent matrix of a graph, the iterative process is the same as the PageRank algorithm. The edges in A can be interpreted as: If there is a path from a word to another word through the is-part-of relation in G, then there is an edge in A. Thus, similar to the PageRank algorithm, if A is strongly connected, the algorithm will converge. Moreover, dangling nodes (the nodes have no output links) can be technically connected to other nodes to make a connected graph. The convergence is determined by the vector distance that can be easily computed using the L1 norm [9] .
C. VARIANTS OF SEMANTIC MODEL
When combining different assumptions, we can construct different Semantic Link Networks and corresponding iterative processes. For example, we can omit the impact of section on the important word with the assumption that the weight of a word is determined by its sentences and paragraphs. We can also incorporate sentence similarity into the network. The following are different models we designed.
1) PARAGRAPH MODEL
We change formula (4) by removing the section node part:
Then, the section weight vector computing can be omitted and the final iterative function of word vector will be:
We can get a different Semantic Link Network by adding more elements according to Assumption 6. We use an incremental similarity computing algorithm to group sentences within a paragraph into another layer of structure, named sub-paragraph. Then, the parent nodes of sentences are sub-paragraphs and sub-paragraphs are child nodes of paragraphs (as shown in Figure 4 ). Figure 5 shows such a procedure to produce sub-paragraphs within a paragraph.
Sentences within a paragraph are added to a sub-paragraph one by one. That is, when the next sentence is quite similar to the sentence set within the current sub-paragraph, the sentence is added to the current context. Otherwise, a new sub-paragraph is created by adding the current sentence to it. A Jaccard distance function is used to compute the average distance from the current sentence to the following sentences within a sub-paragraph. A network is built similar to the previous model by using is-part-of link except adding a layer between the sentence layer and the paragraph layer. Consequently, a sentence-subparagraph matrix S T and subparagraph-paragraph matrix T P are added to the iterative model.
Then, formula (2) will be replaced by:
The weight vector of word in formula (4) becomes the following formula:
3) SENTENCE SIMILARITY MODEL Sentence similarity is used to build the graph for ranking in TextRank model [10] . Specifically, a Jaccard function d(s 1 , s 2 ) is used to measure the similarity between two sentences s 1 and s 2 within the full-text of a paper. Matrix S s is built to represent the similarity distance between any two sentences within a paper. Then, sentence weight is determined equally by iteration function in formula (11) .
Formula (11) ranks the sentence using the similarity matrix S s . It adopts the PageRank model that uses a dangling weight factor to ensure the connectivity of the similarity matrix, which is in accordance with Assumption 5. It can be simply treated as matrix iteration in formula (12) if matrix S s is connected. In this case, the sentence weight is mainly determined by the similarity between this sentence and the other sentences.
4) WORD GRAPH MODEL
If we can compute the word weight, we can use Assumption 1 to directly obtain the sentence weight. We build a word graph by using the co-occurrence semantic link among words. Then, a word-word graph W w is constructed, the PageRank algorithm is applied to the graph to calculate the weight vector of words and the sentence weight is calculated as following:
Formula (14) calculates the sentence weight by summing the weights of its words. In another word graph model, we update the sentence weight by the following formula: (15) Formula (14) implies that a longer sentence could have a higher weight than a shorter sentence. Formula (15) avoids this bias by choosing the average weight of words (Mean() function in the formula) as the weight of a sentence. The Max() function is to select the maximum weight from the words it contains. So the final function is to synthesize the average weight and the maximum the weight of words together as the sentence weight.
5) HYBRID MODEL COMBINING IS-PART-OF LINK AND SIMILAR-TO LINK
We combine the structural model with the sentence similarity model to build a hybrid graph for calculating sentence ranks. That is, we consider both the tree structure of paper and the sentence similarity according to Assumption 5. We modify the formula (11) by adding word weights to the sentence weight as shown in the following formula.
where r
Since word weight is calculated by formula (7), the sentence weight combines both weights from the similar-to link and the is-part-of link. In the experiment, we combine the similarity network with the subparagraph, paragraph and section nodes.
6) SECTION TITLE MODEL
Based on Assumption 6, we build the Section Title model by extracting section titles from each section as a set of special nodes h in a Semantic Link Network consisting of sections, paragraphs, sentences and words. In general, section titles are very short description of section content, either related to the technique details or just a category title. We assumed that a section title is related to all sentences in the main body text of its section and the weight of words in the title string also determines the weight of the title. Thus, we compose two new iterative functions for calculating section title weight vector h and word weight vector w.
H s is the matrix of the adjacent graph of connecting a section title to all the sentences in the corresponding section. W h is the adjacent matrix of connections between the keywords and the section title. Then, formula (17) ensures that the weight of a section title is the summation of all sentences in that section while formula (18) is to integrate the weight of the section title with the weight of sentence for computing the word weight, which finally makes the whole iteration complete.
III. EXPERIMENTS A. DATA SET
A set of 175 scientific papers is extracted from the proceedings of ACL2014 (https://aclweb.org/anthology/P/P14/) of the ACL Anthology as the benchmark document set. Most papers are regular papers with moderate lengths. Words, sentences, paragraphs and sections are parsed from the texts for building the Semantic Link Network. Abstract texts and conclusion texts are extracted as the gold standards.
Two types of tests are conducted on the dataset of ACL2014: Exclusion Test (Exc-Paper-Test) excludes the abstract and conclusion from text; and Inclusion Test (Inc-Paper-Test) keeps abstract and conclusion texts, therefore sentences from abstract or conclusion sections could be directly extracted by summarization models.
We also use the DUC 2002 news document collection as the benchmark for evaluation (DUC-Test). News report documents in the DUC-Test collection are shorter than the ACL papers and have no sections, and each has about ten sentences of a news report. We only test the models without section nodes.
Finally, stop-words are always major consideration in text processing. Our models link words to sentences to give the weights of sentences. To evaluate how stop-words affect the extraction of Semantic Link Network, we conduct experiments on networks removing stop-words and networks including stop-words for comparison.
ROUGE-scores are used as the objective metric to compare these models [4] . Specifically, we use ROUGE-1 to measure how these models perform on the ACL benchmark and on the DUC 2002 benchmark because in our experiments, score ranks are stable among ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, ROUGE-3, ROUGE-4 and ROUGE-L. A comparison between ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 scores is given in Appendix.
When computing the ROUGE score, each paper will have one or several standard summarization text given by humans and the ROUGE score computes how many n-gram words of text of the summary are in the standards (known as precision) and how many n-grams of standard texts are included in the summary, i.e., recall rate. That is, The ROUGE score is to compute n-gram recall rate, precision and f -score of summary. Note that each paper can have more than one standard summary. In DUC 2002, two standards are provided. In our ACL 2014 test, we use abstract and conclusion as two standards for one paper. Finally, since all the summaries are limited to a predefined length, for example, 100 words in DUC 2002. Thus, the recall rate is the major metric to be evaluated for comparing different models. In experiments, we use the Top k sentences and the max-100-words sentences of summarization to compare the performance of models.
We conducted human observation tests on ten ACL 2014 papers. We manually score the extracted sentences by different models and check if the extracted sentence is related to the abstract of the selected paper by manually scoring every extracted sentence. Another experimental data is a long paper for comparing the performance of the models.
B. MODELS TO BE EVALUATED
To facilitate understanding in the following discussion, we list all shorthand and descriptions in Table 1 . For comparison, we implemented the TextRank model [10] , which uses the sentence similarity graph to rank sentences. Table 2 -4 show the ROUGE-1 scores (at the 95% confidence interval) of the extracted sentences with the maximal 100 words on Inc-Paper-Test, Exc-Paper-Test and DUC-Test excluding stop words. In the tables, Average_P is the precision score, Average_R for recall-rate, and Average_F is for f -score. In this test, we select top-k sentences with the whole length of selected sentences less than 100 words. We mark the best scores in bold.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The results show that the model Hybrid obtains the best overall performance. In the Subpara and Subparasec model, we use 0.06 as the threshold to extract sub-paragraphs from paragraph of ACL paper and DUC document. In Table 5 In the experiments shown in Table 8 -10, the stop words will contribute to the weight of sentences that contain them. We perform a max-100 test on three benchmark data sets and all the performances degrade. The model Simgraph performs the best and the Hybrid model performs the second best in Inc-Paper-Test and Exc-Paper-Test. The model Para performs the second best in Duc-Test. It is mainly because the Jaccard distance of sentences is less sensitive to the stop-words in Simgraph model than the word-sentence link relationships in the Semantic Link Network.
D. ROUGE RESULTS ANALYSIS
The following are observations:
(1) The is-part-of link is helpful for summarization Most of our models have better scores than the Tfidf model and the Wordgraph model as shown Figure 7 . (2) The is-part-of link can be more helpful in making short summaries than in making long summaries. Results of models in the max-100 tests are shorter than Top-k results. Models using is-part-of links outperform others more significantly in the max-100 tests than in the Top-k tests.
(3) The is-part-of links performs better in longer papers with more structural information. Models perform differently in different documents sets. In general, there is a trend that when the structural information is more obvious, the models that involve more structural links work better. The DUC text contains no section and in many articles one paragraph contains only one sentence. So the structural information is not so obvious. The ACL 2014 papers are conference paper of moderate length (in general 6 pages), and most contains well organized sections and paragraphs, but not so regular. Some papers are short and some papers have few sections, for example, only three or four sections. The long paper we selected for a specific test is mostly well organized. In general, it shows that with more structural information, our Subparasec model and Parasec model work better as shown in Figure 7 . This can be observed from the experiment: The f-score is lower than the Subpara model that only used paragraph nodes and sub-paragraph nodes when using section nodes in the Subparasec model in Inc-Papaer-Test. Moreover, Figure 7 shows the f-scores of those models with different semantic links on three benchmarks. We list the models in X-axis in an order of increasing types of semantic links involved in the model. It can be observed as more structural information are involved, the model can have a better performance in the ACL 2014 test document set. So, we believe that it is mainly the organizational structure that enables the models to rank abstract sentence higher.
(4) The Wordgraph model uses the average and the maximal weight of words of a sentence as the weight of that sentence, which is try to directly bias the sentence length factor. However, in the Top-k experiments where the Wordgraph model has a very high recall rate, indicating that the model still tends to rank longer sentences a higher score. The Simgraph model uses the Jaccard distance to measure the similarity between sentences, which can also avoid the affect from long sentences. On the contrary, in our other proposed models, sentence length factor is not explicitly modeled. They still can work better than the Wordgraph model and the Simgraph model.
(5) Stop-words are often removed in the text preprocessing stage in many other models. We are interested in studying how the graph model can cope with this problem when stop-words are not removed. The performances degrade but the Simgraph model become better than others in coping with the stop words. This opened a problem that how to use a structural graph to bias the stop words affects.
E. TOP-K PERFORMANCE ON LONG PAPER
The ROUGE-1 scores of Top-k (k =1, 3, 5, . . ., 13) sentences of the model Subparasec and the model Simgraph (denoted as Top-1 to Top-13 in x-axis in Figure 8 ) on a longer paper [1] are shown in Figure 8 . The precision and recall-rate scores change when k changes. The precision score of Top-1 summary of the model Subparasec is significantly higher than others because it ranks the title of the paper as its first sentence (See Figure 14 for the Top-1 sentences of two models). This is significant as the title of the paper is the best sentence that reflects the core of the paper. The Top-1 sentence of the Simgraph model is not as good as Subparasec. The ability to select the title sentence into the summary demonstrates the performance of the Subparasec model and the Parasec model. When adding more sentences, precision scores are decreasing and recall rate are increasing, which is naturally because more sentences means more coverage of the papers' words and consequently increase the recall rate of the ROUGE-1 score. Decreasing precisions means more irrelevant words are also incorporated when more sentences are selected. When f-score is increasing, it shows that the model is still achieving a better performance. Starting from Top-9, the f -score of Simgraph no longer increases while the f -score of Subparasec still increases because more abstraction and conclusion sentences are selected by the Subparasec model after Top-9, Top-10 and Top-13 (See the sentences in red color in Figure 14 ).
F. COMPARISON WITH MIND MAP
To observe the result on long paper, we further conducted an experiment on [1] , a much longer paper than those in the ACL2014 proceedings. The paper contains an extensive survey on relevant research works and the abstract is more general than technical papers in the ACL proceedings. We manually build another summarization benchmark for this paper: Constructing a word tree T using a classical MindMap method [5] , which consists of words or sentences as nodes representing a topic at a certain abstraction level. Figure 9 shows the Top-3 levels of the tree where the sub-trees of leaf nodes are all folded. The first layer of sub-tree nodes are given by section titles and then the following sub-trees are composed by choosing the representative words or sentences while reading the section and paragraph text of the paper.
We calculate the similarity between the summary and the word tree. Since tree nodes are of different weights in nature, we first use the PageRank algorithm to rank the nodes on the tree. Then, for each sentence s, we compute its average similarity to T as follows:
is the Cosine similarity (the higher, the more similar) between the string of sentence s and the string of the ith node in the tree of n nodes. Symbol w i denotes the weight of the ith node. Finally, the similarity between a summary and the word tree T is calculated by averaging ranks of all sentences in summary. Figure 10 shows the similarity between the model results and the word tree. Two versions of papers are tested, one keeps abstraction and conclusion sentences(yes_abs in Figure 10 (a)) and another removed those sentences being removed (no_abs in vFigure 10(a)). The average (mean), summation (sum) and standard deviation (std) of the scores of two versions are shown in Figure 10 (b). Subparasec and Parasec are two best scores in this experiment. Table 11 shows the ROUGE-1 score of the ten models on the two versions of the paper. Parasec and Subparasec achieve the Top-2 ranks in f-score, which demonstrates that models using is-part-of links with section and sub-paragraph nodes outperform others. Figure 14 lists top-11 sentences of three models on the paper of yes_abs version. The paper title ''Dimensionality on Summarization'' is ranked Top 1 by both the Subparasec model and the Parasec model. We mark the sentences extracted from the abstraction and conclusion section in red color. There are totally five sentences selected from these two sections by the Subparasec model and the Parasec model. Blue sentences in Figure 14 are sentences shared by these two models and they have only one different sentence marked in green color. So these two models achieved a close rank score on this paper. The model Simgraph cannot rank abstraction and conclusion sentences as Top 11 and only two sentences are shared by the model Subparasec and the model Parasec. Thus, the score of model Simgraph is significantly lower than that of model Subparasec and model Parasec in both the word tree test and the ROUGE-1 test.
G. OBSERVATION
To further observe the proposed models, we select the summaries of ten papers from the results of the Inc-Paper-Test on the ACL 2014 proceedings and manually score each sentence. If a sentence in the summarization is closely related to one sentence in the abstract, it is given 1 score. If a sentence is indirectly related to one of the sentences in the abstract text, it is given 0.5 score. If a sentence has no direct or indirect relation to any sentence in the abstract, it is given 0 score. The result is shown in Table 12 . Each score has a denominator representing the number of sentences in its summary and the numerator is the total score of the sentences in the summary. To show the significance of differences between the three models, we compute the p-value of two models. T-test shows that the p-value between the Sectitle model and the Simgraph model is 0.0035, which shows the difference is greatly significant, p-value between Hybrid and Simgraph is 0.027, which is still lower than 0.05, while the p-value between Sectitle and Simgraph is 0.25, which does not support a meaningful difference. Thus, the Hybrid model significantly outperforms the Simgraph model, which in turn confirms the ROUGEscore tests in previous sections.
IV. RELATED WORK
Texts can be viewed from different dimensions and scales [2] . A basic strategy is to represent text in a structure that reflects the importance of sentences at a certain dimension so that the weights of sentences can be approximately calculated from the text structure [11] . Graph structures have been widely used as a specific text representation model for sentence ranking and extractive summarization. For example, a sentence similarity network was built to represent a document and a PageRank algorithm is used to rank sentences [10] . The weights of sentence features were incorporated in a sentence similarity network for ranking sentences [12] . Semantic graphs were investigated for ranking sentences with an accurate semantics representation [13] . Sentences were ranked by their nested discourse tree structure within a single document for single document summarization [14] . Recognizing Textual Entailment relationship was built as a network to rank sentences for summarization [15] . A hyper graph was leveraged to model groups of sentences for ranking and summarization [16] . An entity-sentence structure was used to rank sentences according to the importance, coherence and nonredundancy, where entities are nouns extracted from text [17] . In these methods, a graph with sentences as nodes was constructed as the representation of a document, then an iterative ranking algorithm was applied to the graph to obtain the weights of sentences, and finally a selecting schema is used to select sentences according to the weights of sentences as well as other features. Machine learning methods were used to learn to produce summarization [18] . Rhetorical structures of sentences from scientific documents were investigated in a supervised model for extractive summarization [19] . However, they lack extensibility facing various domains and topics.
Graph-based methods are flexible and extensible in that they in general do not need pre-training samples. PageRank [9] or HITS [10] can be applied to rank graph for obtaining the weight vector of nodes. The centrality property of a graph of lexicon can be used for ranking sentences [20] . In previous methods, graphs were mostly built based on sentence-sentence relations and sentenceword relations. They seldom concern structural information such as paragraph and section. The importance of paragraph was computed and extracted for summarization [21] , but their concept of paragraph is just the same as sentence. Recently, researchers focused on the extension of documents using information from outside networks. For example, impact network [22] and citation networks [23] were leveraged to build the summarization of document. Related works of papers were generated by producing summarization [24] . Wiki and social context knowledge were investigated for single document summarization [25] .
The Semantic Link Network is a self-organized network that consists of semantic nodes, semantic links and rules on semantic links. A semantic space defines the semantics of semantic nodes, semantic links and rules for reasoning on semantic links [2] . Semantic link network is a desirable semantics modeling technique for implementing advanced services based on text such as question answering, recommendation and information extraction [26] and intelligent knowledge services in the emerging CyberPhysical Society [27] .
Researches on Semantic Link Network can be traced to the definition of inheritance rules [6] and the implementation of Active Document Framework [28] . It was then used for supporting intelligent Web applications by extending hyperlink [29] . The Semantic Link Network emerges semantic communities in a different way as the general social network does [30] . The interactive semantics and the semantic base were proposed for establishing the semantic basis of understanding [31] . Semantic Link was used to model the basic structure of Cyber-Physical Society [32] . The Semantic Link Network model is able to cope with dynamicity of Cyber-Physical Society [33] . Decentralized semantic overlay networks were studied to support high-level semantics-based applications [34] . Distributed Semantic Link Network query process is also supported [35] . Research also concerns automatic construction of Semantic Link Networks on various resources like texts [3] . The integration of Semantic Link Network and Multi-Dimensional Resource Space forms a new semantic model with stronger expression ability [36] . Recently, a general summarization approach based on the definition of general citation was proposed [1] . Semantic Link Network has become a stream of studying semantics modeling.
A scientific paper normally consists of sections, which consists of paragraphs. This structure helps readers easily read and understand the content. Paragraphs and sections indicate the topics to be delivered. Previous models mostly work on vector space features [37] or a graph containing sentences and words [38] without considering larger representation units such as paragraph or section. We used several structure graphs of a paper for ranking sentences [39] .
The semantics of text can be modeled by a process of forming its structure. Different formation processes determine different semantic structures. The emerging semantic structure of text was studied as a special case of near decomposable complex system [2] .
Different from previous work, this work proposes a systematic method for summarizing scientific paper by ranking sentences, proves the convergence of the iterative ranking algorithm, and conducts extensive experiments to verify the roles of semantic links. Current techniques are still far from implementing an expert-level summarization. A proper semantics representation method is important for making a satisfactory summarization. The extractive summarization of single document can be easily extended to summarize multiple documents [40] .
V. ADVANTAGES AND IMPLICATIONS
The proposed method has the following advantages:
(1) It is extensible. Different instances of Semantic Link Network can be built by incorporating different types of nodes and semantic links with different reinforcement assumptions. (2) It does not need any preprocessing or entity-concept extraction from document. The instances of Semantic Link Network can be directly constructed on word, sentence and paragraph, which is easy to parse out from texts. Once a Semantic Link Network is built, the iterative function can be easily implemented within the proposed framework after selecting the appropriate assumptions to form iteration relations on the instance Semantic Link Network. (3) Its convergence is quick. The iterative function can quickly converge because we reinforce strong link connection when making iterative relations among nodes. This work also draws some implications.
(1) The is-part-of link plays an important role in rendering the core of paper, especially when the paper is long. This is an effect of emerging semantics introduced in [2] . (2) Combining the is-part-of link and the similar-to link of sentence generates the better solution for papers of moderate length. This can be interpreted as the effect of increasing the connectivity of the Semantic Link Network brought by incorporating more semantic links. (3) Sub-paragraph information is also important in summarizing long documents. (4) Too macro or too micro structural information may not help improve the quality of summarization when the paper length is moderate. VOLUME 6, 2018
(5) The models can be extended and leveraged to automatically generate the MindMap of paper, just as what we have demonstrated that the generated summary is highly similar to manually built Mind Map.
VI. CONCLUSION
The reinforcement ranking on the Semantic Link Network of various representation units within scientific paper can significantly improve extractive summarization of paper. It not only provides an approach for summarization based on semantics modeling but also verifies the significance of Semantic Link Network in representing and understanding the content of paper.
The proposed approach has stable quality in single document summarization on both scientific papers and short news text in DUC 2002 test documents and perform better when documents has more structural information modelled by Semantic Link Network.
The proposed approach can be applied to any structural text and the provision of various summarization services such as automatically generating the Mind Map of scientific paper, slides for a given paper, and extended abstract for a long scientific paper or book to give readers a quick impression of the core content. APPENDIX ROUGE-1 scores and ROUGE-2 scores are consistent in evaluating the proposed models. We show three comparisons in Appendix. Figure 11 contains two metrics obtained in MAX-100 INC-Paper-Test; Figure 12 lists results of MAX-100 EXC-Paper-Test; Figure 13 shows the scores of MAX-100 DUC-Test.
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